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Abstract
Importance sampling (IS) is a common reweighting strategy for off-policy predic-
tion in reinforcement learning. While it is consistent and unbiased, it can result
in high variance updates to the weights for the value function. In this work, we
explore a resampling strategy as an alternative to reweighting. We propose Im-
portance Resampling (IR) for off-policy prediction, which resamples experience
from a replay buffer and applies standard on-policy updates. The approach avoids
using importance sampling ratios in the update, instead correcting the distribution
before the update. We characterize the bias and consistency of IR, particularly
compared to Weighted IS (WIS). We demonstrate in several microworlds that IR
has improved sample efficiency and lower variance updates, as compared to IS
and several variance-reduced IS strategies, including variants of WIS and V-trace
which clips IS ratios. We also provide a demonstration showing IR improves over
IS for learning a value function from images in a racing car simulator.
1 Introduction
An emerging direction for reinforcement learning systems is to learn many predictions, formalized
as value function predictions contingent on many different policies. The idea is that such predictions
can provide a powerful abstract model of the world. Some examples of systems that learn many value
functions are the Horde architecture composed of General Value Functions (GVFs) [Sutton et al.,
2011, Modayil et al., 2014], systems that use options [Sutton et al., 1999, Schaul et al., 2015a],
predictive representation approaches [Sutton et al., 2005, Schaul and Ring, 2013, Silver et al., 2017]
and systems with auxiliary tasks [Jaderberg et al., 2017]. Off-policy learning is critical for learn-
ing many value functions with different policies, because it enables data to be generated from one
behavior policy to update the values for each target policy in parallel.
The typical strategy for off-policy learning is to reweight updates using importance sampling (IS).
For a given state s, with action a selected according to behavior µ, the IS ratio is the ratio between the
probability of the action under the target policy pi and the behavior: pi(a|s)µ(a|s) . The update is multiplied
by this ratio, adjusting the action probabilities so that the expectation of the update is as if the actions
were sampled according to the target policy pi. Though the IS estimator is unbiased and consistent
[Kahn and Marshall, 1953, Rubinstein and Kroese, 2016], it can suffer from high or even infinite
variance due to large magnitude IS ratios, in theory [Andradottir et al., 1995] and in practice [Precup
et al., 2001, Mahmood et al., 2014, 2017].
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There have been some attempts to modify off-policy prediction algorithms to mitigate this variance.1
Weighted IS (WIS) algorithms have been introduced [Precup et al., 2001, Mahmood et al., 2014,
Mahmood and Sutton, 2015], which normalize each update by the sample average of the ratios.
These algorithms improve learning over standard IS strategies, but are not straightforward to extend
to nonlinear function approximation. In the offline setting, a reweighting scheme, called importance
sampling with unequal support [Thomas and Brunskill, 2017], was introduced to account for samples
where the ratio is zero, in some cases significantly reducing variance. Another strategy is to rescale
or truncate the IS ratios, as used by V-trace [Espeholt et al., 2018] for learning value functions and
Tree-Backup [Precup et al., 2000], Retrace [Munos et al., 2016] and ABQ [Mahmood et al., 2017]
for learning action-values. Truncation of IS-ratios in V-trace can incur significant bias, and this
additional truncation parameter needs to be tuned.
An alternative to reweighting updates is to instead correct the distribution before updating the estima-
tor using weighted bootstrap sampling: resampling a new set of data from the previously generated
samples [Smith et al., 1992, Arulampalam et al., 2002]. Consider a setting where a buffer of data is
stored, generated by a behavior policy. Samples for policy pi can be obtained by resampling from this
buffer, proportionally to pi(a|s)µ(a|s) for state-action pairs (s, a) in the buffer. In the sampling literature,
this strategy has been proposed under the name Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) [Rubin,
1988, Smith et al., 1992, Gordon et al., 1993], and has been particularly successful for Sequential
Monte Carlo sampling [Gordon et al., 1993, Skare et al., 2003]. Such resampling strategies have
also been popular in classification, with over-sampling or under-sampling typically being preferred
to weighted (cost-sensitive) updates [Lopez et al., 2013].
A resampling strategy has several potential benefits for off-policy prediction.2 Resampling could
even have larger benefits for learning approaches, as compared to averaging or numerical integration
problems, because updates accumulate in the weight vector and change the optimization trajectory
of the weights. For example, very large importance sampling ratios could destabilize the weights.
This problem does not occur for resampling, as instead the same transition will be resampled mul-
tiple times, spreading out a large magnitude update across multiple updates. On the other extreme,
with small ratios, IS will waste updates on transitions with very small IS ratios. By correcting the
distribution before updating, standard on-policy updates can be applied. The magnitude of the up-
dates vary less—because updates are not multiplied by very small or very large importance sampling
ratios—potentially reducing variance of stochastic updates and simplifying learning rate selection.
We hypothesize that resampling (a) learns in a fewer number of updates to the weights, because it
focuses computation on samples that are likely under the target policy and (b) is less sensitive to
learning parameters and target and behavior policy specification.
In this work, we investigate the use of resampling for online off-policy prediction for known, un-
changing target and behavior policies. We first introduce Importance Resampling (IR), which sam-
ples transitions from a buffer of (recent) transitions according to IS ratios. These sampled transitions
are then used for on-policy updates. We show that IR has the same bias as WIS, and that it can be
made unbiased and consistent with the inclusion of a batch correction term—even under a slid-
ing window buffer of experience. We provide additional theoretical results characterizing when we
might expect the variance to be lower for IR than IS. We then empirically investigate IR on three mi-
croworlds and a racing car simulator, learning from images, highlighting that (a) IR is less sensitive
to learning rate than IS and V-trace (IS with clipping) and (b) IR converges more quickly in terms
of the number of updates.
2 Background
We consider the problem of learning General Value Functions (GVFs) [Sutton et al., 2011]. The
agent interacts in an environment defined by a set of states S, a set of actions A and Markov transi-
tion dynamics, with probability P(s′|s, a) of transitions to state s′ when taking action a in state s. A
GVF is defined for policy pi : S×A→ [0, 1], cumulant c : S×A×S→R and continuation function
1There is substantial literature on variance reduction for another area called off-policy policy evaluation,
but which estimates only a single number or value for a policy (e.g., see [Thomas and Brunskill, 2016]). The
resulting algorithms differ substantially, and are not appropriate for learning the value function.
2We explicitly use the term prediction rather than policy evaluation to make it clear that we are not learning
value functions for control. Rather, our goal is to learn value functions solely for the sake of prediction.
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γ : S×A×S → [0, 1], with Ct+1 def= c(St, At, St+1) and γt+1 def= γ(St, At, St+1) for a (random)
transition (St, At, St+1). The value for a state s ∈ S is
V (s)
def
= Epi [Gt|St = s] where Gt def= Ct+1 + γt+1Ct+2 + γt+1γt+2Ct+3 + . . . .
The operator Epi indicates an expectation with actions selected according to policy pi. GVFs encom-
pass standard value functions, where the cumulant is a reward. Otherwise, GVFs enable predictions
about discounted sums of others signals into the future, when following a target policy pi. These val-
ues are typically estimated using parametric function approximation, with weights θ ∈ Rd defining
approximate values Vθ(s).
In off-policy learning, transitions are sampled according to behavior policy, rather than the target
policy. To get an unbiased sample of an update to the weights, the action probabilities need to be
adjusted. Consider on-policy temporal difference (TD) learning, with update αtδt∇θVθ(s) for a
given St = s, for learning rate αt ∈ R+ and TD-error δt def= Ct+1 + γt+1Vθ(St+1) − Vθ(s). If
actions are instead sampled according to a behavior policy µ : S × A → [0, 1], then we can use
importance sampling (IS) to modify the update, giving the off-policy TD update αtρtδt∇θVθ(s) for
IS ratio ρt
def
= pi(At|St)µ(At|St) . Given state St = s, if µ(a|s) > 0 when pi(a|s) > 0, then the expected value
of these two updates are equal. To see why, notice that
Eµ [αtρtδt∇θVθ(s)|St = s] = αt∇θVθ(s)Eµ [ρtδt|St = s]
which equals Epi [αtρtδt∇θVθ(s)|St = s] because
Eµ [ρtδt|St = s] =
∑
a∈A
µ(a|s)pi(a|s)
µ(a|s)E [δt|St = s,At = a] = Epi [δt|St = s] .
Though unbiased, IS can be high-variance. A lower variance alternative is Weighted IS (WIS). For a
batch consisting of transitions {(si, ai, si+1, ci+1, ρi)}ni=1, batch WIS uses a normalized estimate for
the update. For example, an offline batch WIS TD algorithm, denoted WIS-Optimal below, would
use update αt ρt∑n
i=1 ρi
δt∇θVθ(s). Obtaining an efficient WIS update is not straightforward, however,
when learning online and has resulted in algorithms specialized to the tabular setting [Precup et al.,
2001] or linear functions [Mahmood et al., 2014, Mahmood and Sutton, 2015]. We nonetheless use
WIS as a baseline in the experiments and theory.
3 Importance Resampling
In this section, we introduce Importance Resampling (IR) for off-policy prediction and characterize
its bias and variance. A resampling strategy requires a buffer of samples, from which we can re-
sample. Replaying experience from a buffer was introduced as a biologically plausible way to reuse
old experience [Lin, 1992, 1993], and has become common for improving sample efficiency, partic-
ularly for control [Mnih et al., 2015, Schaul et al., 2015b]. In the simplest case—which we assume
here—the buffer is a sliding window of the most recent n samples, {(si, ai, si+1, ci+1, ρi)}ti=t−n, at
time step t > n. We assume samples are generated by taking actions according to behavior µ. The
transitions are generated with probability dµ(s)µ(a|s)P(s′|s, a), where dµ : S → [0, 1] is the sta-
tionary distribution for policy µ. The goal is to obtain samples according to dµ(s)pi(a|s)P(s′|s, a),
as if we had taken actions according to policy pi from states3 s ∼ dµ.
The IR algorithm is simple: resample a mini-batch of size k on each step t from the buffer of
size n, proportionally to ρi in the buffer. Standard on-policy updates, such as on-policy TD or on-
policy gradient TD, can then used on this resample. The key difference to IS and WIS is that the
distribution itself is corrected, before the update, whereas IS and WIS correct the update itself. This
small difference, however, can have larger ramifications practically, as we show in this paper.
3The assumption that states are sampled from dµ underlies most off-policy learning algorithms. Only a few
attempt to adjust probabilities dµ to dpi , either by multiplying IS ratios before a transition [Precup et al., 2001]
or by directly estimating state distributions [Hallak and Mannor, 2017, Liu et al., 2018]. In this work, we focus
on using resampling to correct the action distribution—the standard setting. We expect, however, that some
insights will extend to how to use resampling to correct the state distribution, particularly because wherever IS
ratios are used it should be straightforward to use our resampling approach.
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We consider two variants of IR: with and without bias correction. For point ij sampled from the
buffer, let ∆ij be the on-policy update for that transition. For example, for TD, ∆ij = δij∇θVθ(sij ).
The first step for either variant is to sample a mini-batch of size k from the buffer, proportionally
to ρi. Bias-Corrected IR (BC-IR) additionally pre-multiplies with the average ratio in the buffer
ρ¯
def
= 1n
∑n
i=1 ρi, giving the following estimators for the update direction
XIR
def
= 1k
k∑
j=1
∆ij XBC
def
= ρ¯k
k∑
j=1
∆ij
BC-IR negates bias introduced by the average ratio in the buffer deviating significantly from the true
mean. For reasonably large buffers, ρ¯ will be close to 1 making IR and BC-IR have near-identical
updates. Nonetheless, they do have different theoretical properties, particularly for small buffer sizes
n, so we characterize both.
Across all results, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 1. Transition tuples Xi = (Si, Ai, Si+1) are sampled i.i.d. according to the distribu-
tion p(x = (s, a, s′)) = dµ(s)µ(a|s)P(s′|s, a), for i = 1, 2, 3, . . ..
To denote expectations under p(x) = dµ(s)µ(a|s)P(s′|s, a) and q(x) = dµ(s)pi(a|s)P(s′|s, a), we
overload the notation from above, using operators Eµ and Epi respectively. To reduce clutter, we
write E to mean Eµ, because most expectations are under the sampling distribution. All proofs can
be found in Appendix B.
3.1 Bias of IR
We first show that IR is biased, and that its bias is actually equal to WIS-Optimal, in Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.1. [Bias for a fixed buffer of size n] Assume a buffer B of n transitions is sampled i.i.d.,
according to dµ(s)µ(a|s)P(s′|s, a). Let XWIS∗ def=
∑n
i=1
ρi∑n
j=1 ρj
∆i be the WIS-Optimal estimator
of the update. Then,
E[XIR] = E[XWIS∗ ]
and so the bias of XIR is proportional to
Bias(XIR) = E[XIR]− Epi[∆] ∝ 1
n
(Epi[∆]σ2ρ − σρ,∆σρσ∆) (1)
where Epi[∆] is the expected update across all transitions, with actions from S taken by the tar-
get policy pi; σ2ρ = Var(
1
n
∑n
j=1 ρj); σ
2
∆ = Var(
1
n
∑n
i=1 ρi∆i); and covariance σ(ρ,∆) =
Cov( 1n
∑n
j=1 ρj ,
1
n
∑n
i=1 ρi∆i).
This bias of IR will be small for reasonably large n, both because it is proportional to 1/n and
because larger n will result in lower variance of the average ratios and average update for the buffer
in Equation (1). In particular, as n grows, these variances decay proportionally to n. Nonetheless,
for smaller buffers, such bias could have an impact. We can, however, easily mitigate this bias with
a bias-correction term, as shown in the next corollary and proven in Appendix B.2.
Corollary 3.1.1. BC-IR is unbiased: E[XBC] = Epi[∆].
3.2 Consistency of IR
Consistency of IR in terms of an increasing buffer, with n → ∞, is a relatively straightforward
extension of prior results for SIR, with or without the bias correction, and from the derived bias of
both estimators (see Theorem B.1 in Appendix B.3). More interesting, and reflective of practice, is
consistency with a fixed length buffer and increasing interactions with the environment, t→∞. IR,
without bias correction, is asymptotically biased in this case; in fact, its asymptotic bias is the one
characterized above for a fixed length buffer in Theorem 3.1. BC-IR, on the other hand, is consistent,
even with a sliding window, as we show in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let Bi = {Xi−n+1, ..., Xi} be the buffer of the most recent n transitions sampled
by time i, i.i.d. as specified in Assumption 1. Let X(i)BC be the bias-corrected IR estimator, with k
samples from buffer Bi. Define the sliding-window estimator Xt
def
= 1t
∑t
i=1X
(i)
BC. Assume there
exists a c > 0 such that Var(X(i)BC) ≤ c ∀i. Then, as t→∞, Xt converges in probability to Epi[∆].
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3.3 Variance of Updates
It might seem that resampling avoids high-variance in updates, because it does not reweight with
large magnitude IS ratios. The notion of effective sample size from statistics, however, provides
some intuition about why large magnitude IS ratios can also negatively affect IR, not just IS. Effec-
tive sample size is between 1 and n, with one estimator (
∑n
i=1 ρi)
2
/
∑n
i=1 ρ
2
i [Kong et al., 1994,
Martino et al., 2017]. When the effective sample size is low, this indicates that most of the probabil-
ity is concentrated on a few samples. For high magnitude ratios, IR will repeatedly sample the same
transitions, and potentially never sample some of the transitions with small IS ratios.
Fortunately, we find that, despite this dependence on effective sample size, IR can significantly
reduce variance over IS. In this section, we characterize the variance of the BC-IR estimator. We
choose this variant of IR, because it is unbiased and so characterizing its variance is a more fair
comparison to IS. We define the mini-batch IS estimator XIS
def
= 1k
∑k
j=1 ρzj∆zj , where indices
zj are sampled uniformly from {1, . . . , n}. This contrasts the indices i1, . . . , ik for XBC that are
sampled proportionally to ρi.
We begin by characterizing the variance, under a fixed dataset B. For convenience, let µB =
Epi[∆|B]. We characterize the sum of the variances of each component in the update estimator,
which equivalently corresponds to normed deviation of the update from its mean,
V(∆ | B) def= tr Cov(∆ | B) = ∑dm=1 Var(∆m | B) = E[‖∆− µB‖22 | B]
for an unbiased stochastic update ∆ ∈ Rd. We show two theorems that BC-IR has lower variance
than IS, with two different conditions on the norm of the update. We first start with more general
conditions, and then provide a theorem for conditions that are likely only true in early learning.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that, for a given buffer B, ‖∆j‖22 > cρj for samples where ρj ≥ ρ¯, and that
‖∆j‖22 < cρj for samples where ρj < ρ¯, for some c > 0. Then the BC-IR estimator has lower
variance than the IS estimator: V(XBC | B) < V(XIS | B).
The conditions in Theorem 3.3 preclude having update norms for samples with small ρ be quite
large—larger than a number∝ 1ρ—and a small norm for samples with large ρ. These conditions can
be relaxed to a statement on average, where the cumulative weighted magnitude of the update norm
for samples with ρ below the median needs to be smaller than for samples with ρ above the meanx
(see the proof in Appendix B.5).
We next consider a setting where the magnitude of the update is independent of the given state and
action. We expect this condition to hold in early learning, where the weights are randomly initialized
and so potentially randomly incorrect across the state-action space. As learning progresses, and
value estimates become more accurate in some states, it is unlikely for this condition to hold.
Theorem 3.4. Assume ρ and the magnitude of the update ‖∆‖22 are independent
E[ρj‖∆j‖22 | B] = E[ρj | B] E[‖∆j‖22 | B]
Then the BC-IR estimator will have equal or lower variance than the IS estimator.
These results have focused on variance of each estimator, for a fixed buffer, which provided insight
into variance of updates when executing the algorithms. We would, however, also like to characterize
variability across buffers, especially for smaller buffers. Fortunately, such a characterization is a
simple extension on the above results, because variability for a given buffer already demonstrates
variability due to different samples. It is easy to check that E[E[µIR | B]] = E[µIS | B] = Epi[∆].
The variances can be written using the law of total variance
V(XBC) = E[V(XBC | B)] + V(E[XBC | B]) = E[V(XBC | B)] + V(µB)
V(XIS) = E[V(XIS | B)] + V(µB)
=⇒ V(XBC)− V(XIS) = E[V(XBC | B)− V(XIS | B)]
with expectation across buffers. Therefore, the analysis of V(XBC | B) directly applies.
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4 Empirical Results
We investigate the two hypothesized benefits of resampling as compared to reweighting: improved
sample efficiency and reduced variance. These benefits are tested in two microworld domains—
a Markov chain and the Four Rooms domain—where exhaustive experiments can be conducted.
We also provide a demonstration that IR reduces sensitivity over IS and VTrace in a car simulator,
TORCs, when learning from images.
We compare IR and BC-IR against several reweighting strategies, including importance sam-
pling (IS); two online approaches to weighted important sampling, WIS-Minibatch with weight-
ing ρi/
∑k
j=1 ρj and WIS-Buffer with weighting ρi/
k
n
∑n
j=1 ρj ; and V-trace
4, which corresponds
to clipping importance weights [Espeholt et al., 2018]. Where appropriate, we also include base-
lines using On-policy sampling; WIS-Optimal which uses the whole buffer to get an update; and
Sarsa(0) which learns action-values—which does not require IS ratios—and then produces estimate
V (s) =
∑
a pi(s, a)Q(s, a). WIS-Optimal is included as an optimal baseline, rather than as a com-
petitor, as it estimates the update using the whole buffer on every step.
In all the experiments, the data is generated off-policy. We compute the absolute value error (AVE)
on every training step. The error bars represent the standard error over runs, which are featured on
every plot — although not visible in some instances. For the microworlds, the true value function
is found using dynamic programming with threshold 10−15, and we compute AVE over all the
states. For TORCs and continuous Four Rooms, the true value function is approximated using
rollouts from a random subset of states generated when running the behavior policy µ. A tabular
representation is used in the microworld experiments, tilecoded features with 64 tilings and 8 tiles
is used in continuous Four Rooms, and a convolutional neural network is used for TORCs, with the
same architecture as previously defined for self-driving cars [Bojarski et al., 2016].
4.1 Investigating Convergence Rate
We first investigate the convergence rate of IR. We report learning curves in Four Rooms, as well as
sensitivity to the learning rate. The Four Rooms domain [Stolle and Precup, 2002] has four rooms
in an 11x11 grid world. The four rooms are positioned in a grid pattern with each room having
two adjacent rooms. Each adjacent room is separated by a wall with a single connecting hallway.
The target policy takes the down action deterministically. The cumulant for the value function is 1
when the agent hits a wall and 0 otherwise. The continuation function is γ = 0.9, with termination
when the agent hits a wall. The resulting value function can be thought of as distance to the bottom
wall. The behavior policy is uniform random everywhere except for 25 randomly selected states
which take the action down with probability 0.05 with remaining probability split equally amongst
the other actions. The choice of behavior and target policy induce high magnitude IS ratios.
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Figure 1: Four Rooms experiments (n = 2500, k = 16, 25 runs): left Learning curves for each
method, with updates every 16 steps. IR and WIS-Optimal are overlapping. center Sensitivity over
the number of interactions between updates. right Learning rate sensitivity plot.
As shown in Figure 1, IR has noticeable improvements over the reweighting strategies tested. The
fact that IR resamples more important transitions from the replay buffer seems to significantly in-
crease the learning speed. Further, IR has a wider range of usable learning rates. The same effect is
4Retrace, ABQ and TreeBackup also use clipping to reduce variance. But, they are designed for learning
action-values and for mitigating variance in eligibility traces. When trace parameter λ = 0—as we assume
here—there are no IS ratios and these methods become equivalent to using Sarsa(0) for learning action-values.
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seen even as we reduce the total number of updates, where the uniform sampling methods perform
significantly worse as the interactions between updates increases—suggesting improved sample ef-
ficiency. WIS-Buffer performs almost equivalently to IS, because for reasonably size buffers, its
normalization factor 1n
∑n
j=1 ρj ≈ 1 because E[ρ] = 1. WIS-Minibatch and V-trace both reduce
the variance significantly, with their bias having only a limited impact on the final performance
compared to IS. Even the most aggressive clipping parameter for V-trace—a clipping of 1.0— out-
performs IS. The bias may have limited impact because the target policy is deterministic, and so
only updates for exactly one action in a state. Sarsa—which is the same as Retrace(0)—performs
similarly to the reweighting strategies.
The above results highlight the convergence rate improvements from IR, in terms of number of
updates, without generalization across values. Conclusions might actually be different with function
approximation, when updates for one state can be informative for others. For example, even if in one
state the target policy differs significantly from the behavior policy, if they are similar in a related
state, generalization could overcome effective sample size issues. We therefore further investigate if
the above phenomena arise under function approximation with RMSProp learning rate selection.
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Figure 2: Convergence rates in Continuous
Four Rooms, with a uniform random behav-
ior and target policy with persistent down ac-
tion selection. Averaged over 25 runs with
100000 interactions with the environment.
We conduct a similar experiment above, in a contin-
uous state Four Rooms variant. The agent is a circle
with radius 0.1, and the state consists of a continu-
ous tuple containing the x and y coordinates of the
agent’s center point. The agent takes an action in one
of the 4 cardinal directions moving 0.5±U(0.0, 0.1)
in that directions with random drift in the orthogo-
nal direction sampled fromN (0.0, 0.01). The target
policy, as before, deterministically takes the down
action. The representation is a tile coded feature vec-
tor with 64 tilings and 8 tiles.
We find that generalization can mitigate some of the
differences between IR and IS above in some set-
tings, but in others the difference remains just as
stark. If we use the behavior policy from the tabu-
lar domain, which skews the behavior in a sparse set
of states, the nearby states mitigate this skew. How-
ever, if we use a behavior policy that selects all ac-
tions uniformly, then again IR obtains noticeable gains over IS and V-trace, for reducing the required
number of updates, as shown in in Figure 2. Expanded results can be found in Appendix C.2.
4.2 Investigating Variance
To better investigate the update variance we use a Markov chain, where we can more easily control
dissimilarity between µ and pi, and so control the magnitude of the IS ratios. The Markov chain
is composed of 8 non-terminating states and 2 terminating states on the ends of the chain, with a
cumulant of 1 on the transition to the right-most terminal state and 0 everywhere else. We consider
policies with probabilities [left, right] equal in all states: µ = [0.9, 0.1], pi = [0.1, 0.9]; further policy
settings can be found in Appendix C.1.
We first measure the variance of the updates for fixed buffers. We compute the variance of the
update—from a given weight vector—by simulating the many possible updates that could have
occurred. We are interested in the variance of updates both for early learning—when the weight
vector is quite incorrect and updates are larger—and later learning. To obtain a sequence of such
weight vectors, we use the sequence of weights generated by WIS-Optimal. As shown in Figure 5,
the variance of IR is lower than IS, particularly in early learning, where the difference is stark. Once
the weight vector has largely converged, the variance of IR and IS is comparable and near zero.
We can also evaluate the variance by proxy using learning rate sensitivity curves. As seen in Figure
5 (a) and (b), IR has the lowest sensitivity to learning rates, on-par with On-Policy sampling. IS
has the highest sensitivity, along with WIS-Buffer and WIS-Minibatch. Various clipping parameters
with V-trace are also tested. V-trace does provide some level of variance reduction but incurs more
bias as the clipping becomes more aggressive.
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Figure 3: Learning Rate sensitivity plots in the Random Walk Markov Chain, with buffer size n =
15000 and mini-batch size k = 16. Averaged over 100 runs. The policies, written as [probability
left, probability right] are µ = [0.9, 0.1], pi = [0.1, 0.9] left learning rate sensitivity plot for all
methods but V-trace. center learning rate sensitivity for V-trace with various clipping parameters
right Variance study for IS, IR, and WISBatch. The x-axis corresponds to the training iteration,
with variance reported for the weights at that iteration generated by WIS-Optimal.
4.3 Demonstration on a Car Simulator
Learning Rate
10-6
0.12
0.16
0.20
Average
MSRE IS(BC)IR
10-5 10-4
V-trace
Figure 4: Learning rate sensitivity in TORCs,
averaged over 10 runs. V-trace has clipping
parameter 1.0. All the methods performed
worse with a higher learning rate than shown
here, so we restrict to this range.
We use the TORCs racing car simulator to perform
scaling experiments with neural networks to com-
pare IR, IS, and V-trace. The simulator produces
64x128 cropped grayscale images. We use an un-
derlying deterministic steering controller that pro-
duces steering actions adet ∈ [−1,+1] and take
an action with probability defined by a Gaussian
a ∼ N (adet, 0.1). The target policy is a Gaus-
sianN (0.15, 0.0075), which corresponds to steering
left. Pseudo-termination (i.e., γ = 0) occurs when
the car nears the center of the road, and the cumu-
lant becomes 1. Otherwise, the cumulant is zero and
γ = 0.9. The policy is specified using continuous
action distributions and results in IS ratios as high as
∼ 1000 and highly variant updates for IS.
Again, we can see that IR provides benefits over IS and V-trace, in Figure 4. There is even more
generalization from the neural network in this domain, than in Four Rooms where we found gen-
eralization did reduce some of the differences between IR and IS. Yet, IR still obtains the best
performance, and avoids some of the variance seen in IS for two of the learning rates. Additionally,
BC-IR actually performs differently here, having worse performance for the largest learning rate.
This suggest IR has an effect in reducing variance.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a new approach to off-policy learning: Importance Resampling. We
showed that IR is consistent, and that the bias is the same as for Weighted Importance Sampling.
We also provided an unbiased variant of IR, called Bias-Corrected IR. We empirically showed that
IR (a) has lower learning rate sensitivity than IS and V-trace, which is IS with varying clipping
thresholds; (b) the variance of updates for IR are much lower in early learning than IS and (c) IR
converges faster than IS and other competitors, in terms of the number of updates. These results
confirm the theory presented for IR, which states that variance of updates for IR are lower than IS
in two settings, one being an early learning setting. Such lower variance also explains why IR can
converge faster in terms of number of updates, for a given buffer of data.
The algorithm and results in this paper suggest new directions for off-policy prediction, particularly
for faster convergence. Resampling is promising for scaling to learning many value functions in
parallel, because many fewer updates can be made for each value function. A natural next step is a
demonstration of IR, in such a parallel prediction system. Resampling from a buffer also opens up
questions about how to further focus updates. One such option is using an intermediate sampling
policy. Another option is including prioritization based on error, such as was done for control with
prioritized sweeping [Peng and Williams, 1993] and prioritized replay [Schaul et al., 2015b].
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A Weighted Importance Sampling
We consider three weighted importance sampling updates as competitors to IR. n is the size of the
experience replay buffer, k is the size of a single batch. WIS-Minibatch and WIS-Buffer both follow
a similar protocol as IS, in that they uniformly sample a mini-batch from the experience replay buffer
and use this to update the value functions. The difference comes in the scaling of the update. The
first, WIS-Minibatch, uses the sum of the importance weights ρi in the sampled mini-batch, while
WIS-Buffer uses the sum of importance weights in the experience replay buffer. WIS-Buffer is also
scaled by the size of the buffer and brought to the same effective scale as the other updates with 1k .
WIS-Optimal follows a different approach and performs the best possible version of WIS where the
gradient descent update is calculated from the whole experience replay buffer. We do not provide
analysis on the bias or consistency of WIS-Minibatch or WIS-Buffer, but are natural versions of
WIS one might try.
∆θ =
∑k
i ρiδi∇θV (si; θ)∑k
j ρj
WIS-Minibatch
∆θ =
n
k
∑k
i ρiδi∇θV (si; θ)∑n
j ρj
WIS-Buffer
∆θ =
∑n
i ρiδi∇θV (si; θ)∑n
j ρj
WIS-Optimal
B Additional Theoretical Results and Proofs
B.1 Bias of IR
Theorem 3.1(Bias for a fixed buffer of size n) Assume a buffer B of n transitions is sampled i.i.d.,
according to dµ(s)µ(a|s)P(s′|s, a). Let XWIS∗ def=
∑n
i=1
ρi∑n
j=1 ρj
∆i be the WIS-Optimal estimator
of the update. Then,
E[XIR] = E[XWIS∗ ]
and so the bias of XIR is proportional to
Bias(XIR) = E[XIR]− Epi[∆] ∝ 1
n
(Epi[∆]σ2ρ − σρ,∆σρσ∆)
where Epi[∆] is the expected update across all transitions, with actions from S taken by the tar-
get policy pi; σ2ρ = Var(
1
n
∑n
j=1 ρj); σ
2
∆ = Var(
1
n
∑n
i=1 ρi∆i); and covariance σ(ρ,∆) =
Cov( 1n
∑n
j=1 ρj ,
1
n
∑n
i=1 ρi∆i).
Proof. Notice first that when we weight with ρi, this is equivalent to weighting with
dµ(Si)pi(Ai|Si)P(Si+1|Si,Ai)
dµ(Si)µ(Ai|Si)P(Si+1|Si,Ai) , and so is the correct IS ratio for the transition.
E[XIR] = E [E[XIR|B]] = E
[
E
[
1
k
k∑
j=1
∆ij |B
]]
= E
[
1
k
k∑
j=1
E[∆ij |B]
]
. E[∆ij |B]=
n∑
i=1
ρi∑n
j=1 ρj
∆i
= E
[ n∑
i=1
ρi∑n
j=1 ρj
∆i
]
= E[XWIS∗ ].
This bias of XIR is the same as XWIS∗ , which is characterized in Owen [2013], completing the
proof.
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B.2 Proof of Unbiasedness of BC-IR
Corollary 3.1.1 BC-IR is unbiased: E[XBC] = Epi[∆].
Proof.
E[XBC] = E
[
ρ¯
k
k∑
j=1
E[∆ij |B]
]
= E
[
ρ¯
n∑
i=1
ρi∑n
j=1 ρj
∆i
]
= E
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
ρi∆i
]
= 1n
n∑
i=1
E
[pi(Ai|Si)
µ(Ai|Si)∆i
]
= 1n
n∑
i=1
E
[dµ(Si)pi(Ai|Si)P(Si+1|Si, Ai)
dµ(Si)µ(Ai|Si)P(Si+1|Si, Ai)∆i
]
= 1n
n∑
i=1
Epi [∆i] = Epi [∆] .
B.3 Consistency of the resampling distribution with a growing buffer
We show that the distribution when following a resampling strategy is consistent: as n → ∞, the
resampling distribution converges to the true distribution. Our approach closely follows that of
[Smith et al., 1992], but we recreate it here for convenience.
Theorem B.1. Let Xn = {x1, x2, ..., xn} be a buffer of data sampled i.i.d. according to proposal
density p(xi). Let q(xi) be some distribution of interest with associated random variable Q and as-
sume the proposal distribution samples everywhere where q(·) is non-zero, i.e supp(q) ⊆ supp(p).
Also, let Y be a discrete random variable taking values xi with probability ∝ q(xi)p(xi) . Then, Y
converges in distribution to Q as n→∞.
Proof. Let ρi =
q(xi)
p(xi)
. From the probability mass function of Y , we have that:
P[Y ≤ a] =
n∑
i=1
P[Y = xi]1{xi ≤ a}
=
n−1
∑n
i=1 ρi1{xi ≤ a}
n−1
∑n
i=1 ρi
n→∞−−−−→ Eq[ρ(x)1{x ≤ a}]
Eq[ρ(x)]
=
1 · ∫ a−∞ q(x)p(x)p(x)dx+ 0 · ∫∞a q(x)p(x)p(x)dx∫∞
−∞
q(x)
p(x)p(x)dx
=
∫ a
−∞
q(x)dx = P[Q ≤ a]
Y
d−→ Q
This means a resampling strategy effectively changes the distribution of random variable Xn to that
of q(x), meaning we can use samples from Y to build statistics about the target distribution q(x).
This result motivates using resampling to correct the action distribution in off-policy learning. This
result can also be used to show that the IR estimators are consistent, with n→∞.
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B.4 Consistency under a sliding window
Theorem 3.2 Let Bi = {Xi−n+1, ..., Xi} be the buffer of the most recent n transitions sampled
by time i, i.i.d. as specified in Assumption 1. Let X(i)BC be the bias-corrected IR estimator, with k
samples from buffer Bi. Define the sliding-window estimator Xt
def
= 1t
∑t
i=1X
(i)
BC. Assume there
exists a c > 0 such that Var(X(i)BC) ≤ c ∀i. Then, as t→∞, Xt converges in probability to Epi[∆].
Proof. Notice first that X(i)BC is random because Bi is random and because transitions are sampled
fromBi. Therefore, givenBi,X
(i)
BC is independent of other random variablesBj andX
(j)
BC for j 6= i.
Now, using Corollary 3.1.1, we can show that BC-IR is unbiased for a sliding window
E[Xt] = E
[1
t
t∑
i=1
X
(i)
BC
]
=
1
t
t∑
i=1
E[E[X(i)BC|Bi]] = Epi [∆] .
Next, we show that lim|i−j|→∞ Cov(X
(i)
BC, X
(j)
BC) = 0. For |i − j| ≥ m, Bi and Bj are inde-
pendent, because they are disjoint sets of i.i.d. random variables. Correspondingly, X(i)BC is in-
dependent of X(j)BC. Explicitly, using the law of total covariance, we get that Cov(X
(i)
BC, X
(j)
BC) =
Cov(X
(i)
BC, X
(j)
BC|Bi, Bj) + Cov(E[X(i)BC|Bi],E[X(j)BC|Bj ]) = 0. The first term is zero because X(i)BC
is independent of X(j)BC given Bi, and the second term is zero because Bi and Bj are independent.
Therefore, lim|i−j|→∞ Cov(X
(i)
BC, X
(j)
BC) = 0.
Using the assumption on the variance, we can apply Lemma B.2 to Xt to get the desired result.
Lemma B.2. Let Z1, ...Zn be random variables with mean µ. Suppose there exists a c > 0 such that
V(Zi) ≤ c ∀i and that lim|i−j|→∞Cov(Xi, Xj) = 0. Then, as N →∞, 1N
∑N
i=1 Zi converges in
probability to µ.
Proof. Let SN =
∑N
i=1 Zi.
V(SN ) =
N∑
i=1
V(Zi) + 2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
Cov(Zi, Zj)
The first term is bounded by cN from our assumption on the variance. Now, to bound the second
term.
Fix δ > 0 and choose M such that ∀|i − j| > M , |Cov(Zi, Zj)| < δ (such an M must exist since
lim|i−j|→∞ Cov(Xi, Xj) = 0). Assuming that N > M , we can decompose the second term into
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
Cov(Zi, Zj) =
N∑
i=1
i+M∑
j=i+1
Cov(Zi, Zj)+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+M+1
Cov(Zi, Zj)∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
Cov(Zi, Zj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
N∑
i=1
i+M∑
j=i+1
|Cov(Zi, Zj)|+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+M+1
|Cov(Zi, Zj)|
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By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and our variance assumption, |Cov(Zi, Zj)| ≤ c. So, we get∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
Cov(Zi, Zj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
N∑
i=1
i+M∑
j=i+1
c+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+M+1
δ
≤ NMc+N2δ
Altogether, our upper bound is
V
(
SN
N
)
≤ c
N
+
Mc
N
+ δ
Finally, we apply Chebyshev’s inequality. For a fixed  > 0,
P
(∣∣∣∣SNN − µ
∣∣∣∣ > ) ≤ 12V
(
SN
N
)
≤ 1
2
(
c
N
+
Mc
N
+ δ
)
Since we can choose δ to be arbitrarily small (say δ = 1N ), the right-hand side goes to 0 as N →∞,
concluding the proof.
B.5 Variance of BC-IR and IS
This lemma characterizes the variance of the BC-IR and IS estimators for a fixed buffer.
Lemma B.3.
V(XIS | B) = 1
k
 1
n
n∑
j=1
ρ2j ‖∆j‖22 − µ>BµB

V(XBC | B) = 1
k
 ρ¯
n
n∑
j=1
ρj ‖∆j‖22 − µ>BµB

Proof. Because we have independent samples,
V(XBC | B) = 1
k2
k∑
j=1
V(ρ¯∆ij | B) =
1
k
V(ρ¯∆i1 | B)
and similarly V(XIS | B) = 1kV(ρz1∆z1 |B) We can further simplify these expressions. For the IS
estimator
V(ρz1∆z1 |B)
= E[ρ2z1∆
>
z1∆z1 |B]− E[ρz1∆z1 |B]>E[ρz1∆z1 |B]
=
1
n
n∑
j=1
ρ2j‖∆j‖22 − µ>BµB
and for the BC-IR estimator, where recall ρ¯ = 1n
∑n
i=1 ρi,
V(ρ¯∆i1 |B) = E
[
ρ¯2∆>i1∆i1 |B
]− E[ρ¯∆i1 |B]>E[ρ¯∆i1 |B]
=
n∑
j=1
ρ¯2
ρj∑n
i=1 ρi
‖∆j‖22 − µ>BµB
=
ρ¯
n
n∑
j=1
ρj‖∆j‖22 − µ>BµB
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The following two theorems present certain conditions when the BC-IR estimator would have lower
variance than the IS estimator.
Theorem 3.3 Assume that ‖∆j‖22 > cρj for samples where ρj ≥ ρ¯, and that ‖∆j‖22 < cρj for
samples where ρj < ρ¯, for some c > 0. Then the BC-IR estimator has lower variance than the IS
estimator.
Proof. We show V(XIS|B)− V(XBC|B) > 0:
V(XIS|B)− V(XBC|B) = 1
nk
n∑
j=1
‖∆j‖22 (ρ2j − ρ¯ρj)
=
1
nk
∑
s:ρs<ρ¯
‖∆s‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤c/ρs
ρs (ρs − ρ¯)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0
+
1
nk
∑
l:ρl≥ρ¯
‖∆l‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸
>c/ρs
ρl (ρl − ρ¯)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
>
1
nk
∑
s:ρs<ρ¯
c
ρs
ρs (ρs − ρ¯) + 1
nk
∑
l:ρl≥ρ¯
c
ρl
ρl (ρl − ρ¯)
=
c
nk
n∑
j=1
(ρj − ρ¯) = 0
Theorem 3.4 Assume ρ and the magnitude of the update ‖∆‖22 are independent
E[ρj‖∆j‖22 | B] = E[ρj | B] E[‖∆j‖22 | B]
Then the BC-IR estimator will have equal or lower variance than the IS estimator.
Proof. Because of the condition, we can further simplify the variance equations from Lemma B.3.
Let c = E[‖∆j‖22 | B]. Then for BC-IR we have
ρ¯
nk
n∑
j=1
ρj ‖∆j‖2 = 1
k
ρ¯E
[
ρj ‖∆j‖2 |B
]
=
1
k
ρ¯ρ¯c =
1
k
ρ¯2c
and for IS we have
1
nk
n∑
j=1
ρ2j‖∆j‖22 =
1
k
E
[
ρ2j ‖∆j‖22 |B
]
=
c
k
E
[
ρ2j |B
]
Now when we take the difference, we get
V(XIS|B)− V(XBC|B) = c
k
(E
[
ρ2j |B
]− ρ¯2)
=
c
k
σˆ2(ρj | B)
where σˆ2(ρj) is the sample variance of the importance weights {ρj}nj=1 for B. Because the sample
variance is greater than zero and c ≥ 0, the BC-IR estimator will have equal or lower variance than
the IS estimator.
B.6 Variance of BC-IR and WIS for a fixed dataset
The variance of BC-IR as compared to IS discussed in section 3.3 is only one comparison we can
make. Similarly to bias, we can characterize the variance of the IR estimator relative to WIS-
Optimal. XWIS∗ is able to use a batch update on all the data in the buffer, which should result
in a low-variance estimate but is an unrealistic algorithm to use in practice. Instead, it provides a
benchmark, where the goal is to obtain similar variance toXWIS∗ , but within realistic computational
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restrictions. Because of the relationship between IR and WIS, as used in Theorem 3.1, we can
characterize the variance of XIR relative to XWIS∗ using the law of total covariance:
V(XIR) = V [E[XIR|B]] + E [V[XIR|B]]
= V [XWIS∗ ] + E [V[XIR|B]]
where the variability is due to having randomly sampled buffers B and random sampling from B.
The second term corresponds to the noise introduced by sampling a mini-batch of k transitions
from the buffer B, instead of using the entire buffer like WIS. For more insight, we can expand
this second term, E [V[XIR|B]] = E
[
( 1k
∑k
j=1 ∆ij − 1n
∑n
i=1 ∆i)
2|B
]
, where we consider the
variance independently for each element of ∆i and so apply the square element-wise. The variability
is not due to IS ratios, and instead arises from variability in the updates themselves. Therefore,
the variance of IR corresponds to the variance of WIS, with some additional variance due to this
variability around the average update in the buffer.
C Extended Experimental Results
C.1 Markov Chain
This section contains the full set of markov chain experiments using several different policies. Re-
sults can be found in figure 5 and figure 6. See figure captions for more details.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity curves for Markov Chain experiments with policy action probabilities [left,
right] left µ = [0.5, 0.5], pi = [0.1, 0.9]; center µ = [0.9, 0.1], pi = [0.1, 0.9]; right µ =
[0.99, 0.01], pi = [0.01, 0.99].
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Figure 6: Learning rate sensitivity plots for V-Trace (with the same settings as Figure 5). Three
clipping parameters were chosen, including 1.0, 0.5 ρmax and 0.9 ρmax, where ρmax is the maximum
possible IS ratio. For 1.0 ρmax, updates under V-trace become exactly equivalent to IS.
C.2 Continuous Four Rooms
The continuous four rooms environment is an 11x11 2d continuous world with walls setup as the
original four rooms environment grid world. The agent is a circle with radius 0.1, and the state
consists of a continuous tuple containing the x and y coordinates of the agent’s center point. The
agent takes an action in one of the 4 cardinal directions moving 0.5± U(0.0, 0.1) in that directions
and random drift in the orthogonal direction sampled from N(0.0, 0.01). The simulation takes 10
intermediary steps to more accurately detect collisions.
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Figure 7: SGD: Target Policy: Top: persistent down, Bottom favored down. Behaviour Policy: left
State Variant center State Weight Variant right Uniform. Sample efficiency plots.
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Figure 8: RMSProp Target Policy: Top: persistent down, Bottom favored down. Behaviour Policy:
left State Variant center State Weight Variant right Uniform. Sample efficiency plots.
We use three behavior policies in our experiments. Uniform: the agent selects all actions uniformly,
State Variant: the agent selects all actions uniformly except in pre-determined subsections of the
environment where the agent will take down with likelihood 0.1 and the rest distributed evenly
over the other actions, State Weight Variant: the agent selects all actions uniformly except in
pre-determined subsections where the pmf is defined randomly. We also use two target policies.
Persistent Down: where the agent always takes the down action, Favored Down: where the agent
takes the down action with likelihood 0.9 and uniformly among the other actions with likelihood
0.1. We use a cumulant function which indicates collision with a wall and a termination function
which terminates on collision and is 0.9 otherwise for all value functions.
We present results using SGD and RMSProp over many algorithms and parameter settings in figures
7, 8, and 9.
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Figure 9: SGD: Target Policy: Top: persistent down, Bottom favored down. Behaviour Policy: left
State Variant center State Weight Variant right Uniform. Learning Rate Sensitivity
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